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§ 1 Applicability of these International Terms and Conditions of Sale 

(1) The terms and conditions set out in these International Terms and Conditions of Sale 

shall form an integral part of the sales contract (“Contract of Sale”). A Contract of Sale 

as defined in these International Terms and Conditions of Sale shall also exist if the 

preponderant part of our obligations does not consist in the delivery of goods, but in 

the supply of labour or other services, in which case these International Terms and 

Conditions of Sale shall also apply. 

(2) These International Terms and Conditions of Sale apply exclusively to all Contracts of 

Sale concluded as of 01 April 2022. The buyer’s terms and conditions which conflict or 

differ from these International Terms and Conditions of Sale and/or from the legal pro-

visions do not apply, even if we do not object to them or render performance or accept 

the buyer’s performance. 

(3) These Terms and Conditions of Sale do not apply if the goods are bought for personal, 

family or household use and we knew or ought to have known at any time before or at 

conclusion of the Contract of Sale that the goods were bought for any such use. The 

buyer declares that the goods are not bought for personal, family or household use. 

 

§ 2 Formation of the Contract of Sale; content of the Contract of Sale 

(1) Our offers are subject to change and non-binding. The conclusion of the Contract of 
Sale always requires our written order confirmation (hereinafter the “Order Confirma-
tion”). 

(2) A Contract of Sale always requires an order of the buyer. 
(3) We may accept the buyer’s order with our Order Confirmation within fourteen (14) cal-

endar days after receipt of the buyer’s order. We can also make the conclusion of the 
Contract of Sale dependent on the buyer signing our Order Confirmation. 

(4) All agreements made at the time of the conclusion of the Contract of Sale between us 
and the buyer for the purpose of performing the Contract of Sale are set out in writing 
in the Contract of Sale and these International Conditions of Sale. We are not obliged 
to perform obligations not stated in our written Order Confirmation or these Interna-
tional Terms and Conditions of Sale; in particular, unless expressly agreed otherwise 
in writing, we are not obliged to provide planning services, to hand over documents not 
expressly agreed in writing or to give information or to supply accessories, to install 
additional safety devices, to give assembly instructions, to carry out assemblies or to 
advise the buyer.  

 

§ 3 Applicable Law 

(1) The Contract of Sale and these International Terms and Conditions of Sale are gov-

erned by the United Nations Conventions of 11 April 1980 on Contracts for the Inter-

national Sale of Goods (UN Sales Convention / CISG) in the English version and all 

legal questions beyond the scope of the CISG are governed by the Swiss law of obli-

gations (Obligationenrecht). The CISG also applies to all agreements as to the juris-

diction of courts and arbitral tribunals. 

(2) Should commercial terms be used the Incoterms® 2020 of the International Chamber 

of Commerce apply taking into account the provisions stipulated in these International 

Terms and Conditions of Sale. 

 

§ 4 Specifications of the goods; Third party rights 

(1) The goods to be delivered have to conform to the specifications and quality require-

ments set out in the Order Confirmation, taking into account the provisions in § 4 sec. 

2 and sec. 3 of these International Terms and Conditions of Sale. To the extent no 

specifications or quality requirements are stated in the Order Confirmation, the goods 

conform with the contract if they are fit for the purpose which is usual in Germany and 

fit for the purpose for which goods of the same description are usually used for in Ger-

many. Unless otherwise explicitly agreed to, the goods do not have to conform to any 

laws or regulations existing outside of Germany. Second-hand goods are delivered 

without any liability for their conformity. 

(2) Our descriptions of the goods (e.g. weights, dimensions, utility parameters, load-bear-

ing capacity, tolerances, performance data and technical data) as well as our depic-
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tions of the same (e.g. drawings and illustrations) are only approximate unless the us-

ability for the contractually intended purpose requires precise conformity. They do not 

constitute guarantees of quality or durability of the goods to be delivered by us. Any 

guarantees to be assumed by us at the time of the conclusion of the contract require 

an express written confirmation as a "guarantee". 

(3) Deviations customary in the trade and deviations that are made on the basis of legal 

regulations or represent technical improvements or which are made on the basis of 

new technical findings, as well as the substitution of components with equivalent parts, 

are permissible insofar as they do not impair the usability for the contractually agreed 

purpose. 

(4) Should the buyer intend to use the goods in circumstances which are unusual or which 

could entail a particular risk to the safety and health of any person or to the environ-

ment, the buyer has to inform us in writing about these intentions before concluding the 

Contract of Sale.  

(5) Rights and claims of third parties (in particular rights and claims based on title or in-

dustrial property rights) only constitute a defect in title if these rights and/or claims are 

in force and registered in Germany and impede the use of the goods in Germany. f, 

however, at the time of the passing of risk the goods are not free from rights enforcea-

ble and registered in Germany which prevent the use of the goods in Germany, and if 

this is due to instructions given by the buyer, there is, notwithstanding § 4 sec. 5 sen-

tence 1 of these International Terms and Conditions of Sale, no defect of title. 

 

§ 5 Obligation to deliver; Passing of risk 

(1) We have to deliver the goods referred to in the Order Confirmation including a packag-

ing that is suitable for the means of transportation.  

(2) Delivery has to be made FCA Incoterms® 2020 at the place of delivery indicated in the 

Order Confirmation. If no place of delivery is indicated in the Order Confirmation, de-

livery has to be made FCA Incoterms® 2020 at our premises in 33415  Verl/Germany 

or at one of our other sites. We are not obliged to inform the buyer that the goods have 

been delivered or that the carrier or another person nominated by the buyer has failed 

to take the goods within the time agreed. 

(3) Adherence to the delivery date respectively the delivery period stated in the Order Con-

firmation is not of the essence and non-adherence to the delivery date or the delivery 

period respectively does not constitute a fundamental breach of contract. If delivery 

periods are agreed to, we reserve the right to determine the exact delivery time within 

the delivery period. 

(4) All delivery dates and delivery periods are dependent upon the buyer performing all of 

his obligations in due time. In particular, the buyer has to procure or confirm any nec-

essary permits, drawings etc. and make agreed payments in due time. 

(5) We are entitled to make partial deliveries and to invoice these separately. 

(6) The passing of risk takes place with delivery in accordance with § 5 sec. 2. Should the 

buyer fail to take delivery, the risk passes at the time the buyer fails to take delivery. 

(7) In addition to our statutory rights we are entitled to suspend the performance of our 

obligations if there are reasonable indications that the buyer will not perform his obli-

gations under the Contract of Sale, in particular not be able to pay the agreed price in 

due time.  

 

§ 6 Delivery Note, Invoice and other documents  

(1) We will provide the buyer with a delivery note issued according to our standard.  

(2) Irrespective of the Incoterms®-clause used, we are not obliged to clear the goods for 

export. We will however at the buyer’s risk and expense apply for any necessary export 

licences and formalities as regards customs provided that the buyer has provided us 

with all necessary information.  

(3) We will provide the buyer only with such documents explicitly stated on the Order Con-

firmation. 

 

§ 7 Force Majeure  

Any inability to supply as a result of force majeure or other unforeseen incidents outside 

our responsibility including, without limitation, strike, lock out, diseases, pandemics, acts of 
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public authorities, subsequent cease of export or import opportunities shall, for their dura-

tion and in accordance with their impact, relieve us from the obligation to comply with any 

agreed delivery period and delivery time as well as any other obligation. 

 

§ 8 Obligation to pay the purchase price 

(1) The buyer is obliged to pay the agreed purchase price as well as any additional costs 

shown (e.g. packaging costs) to the bank account nominated by us. The place of pay-

ment is 33415 Verl/Deutschland. Banking fees accrued outside of Germany will be 

borne by the buyer. The payment shall be made without any deductions and is due for 

payment on the date or within the time limit as stated on the Order Confirmation. A time 

limit for payment stated on the Order Confirmation shall be calculated from the date of 

invoice. In the absence of any payment dates or time limits stated on the Order Confir-

mation, payment shall be made within 15 (fifteen) calendar days after date of invoice. 

The buyer’s acceptance of the goods is no precondition for the payment to become 

due.  

(2) The agreed prices shall exclude any statutory VAT applicable at the date of delivery. 

(3) The buyer is only entitled to exercise a lien or to suspend his performance if this is 

based on the same transaction as well as based on a due and undisputed or finally 

adjudicated counterclaim of the buyer.  

(4) The buyer may only offset any claims insofar as the buyer’s counterclaim is acknowl-

edged, undisputed or assessed in a legally binding judgement. 

(5) If and till such time the buyer is in arrears with payment of the purchase price, the buyer 

is obliged to pay interest at the rate of nine (9) percentage points above the base rate 

of the German Central bank per annum. 

 

§ 9 Non-Conforming goods; Goods with a defect in title  

(1) The goods do not conform to the contract if at the time the risk passes they significantly 

deviate from the requirements set out in § 4 sec. 1 to sec. 4. 

(2) The goods are not free from rights or claims of third parties if at the time the risk passes 

they significantly deviate from the requirements set out in § 4 sec. 5.  

 

§ 10 Duty of examination and notification 

(1) Without prejudice to the legal provisions, the buyer is obliged to examine the goods 

comprehensively in respect of deviations as regards type, quantity, quality and pack-

aging. If necessary, the buyer is obliged to conduct the examination with the help of 

external third parties.  

(2) Notice of non-conformity has to be made in within ten (10) calendar days. For very 

obvious non-conformities, the period for such notification starts with the delivery of the 

goods, in all other cases after the buyer has discovered the non-conformity or ought to 

have discovered it. Notice of non-conformity has to be given in writing. The notice of 

non-conformity has to clearly indicate and describe the non-conformity in such a way 

that we can take remedial actions.  

(3) Apart from the aforesaid as well as with respect to defects in title, the statutory provi-

sions apply.  
 

§ 11 Limitation Period 

Without prejudice to claims resulting from a malicious, grossly negligent or intentional con-

duct as well as claims due to injury of life, body or health, the buyer’s claims in respect of 

the delivery of non-conforming goods and goods with a defect in title become time-barred 

one (1) year after delivery of the goods. For second-hand goods § 4 sec. 1 sentence 4 

applies. The delivery of substitute goods or the repair of delivered goods does not lead to 

a restart or suspension of the limitation period. 
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§ 12 Remedies in case of non-conforming goods and goods with a defect in title; 

Limitation of Liability  

(1) In case of delivery of non-conforming goods, the buyer can claim delivery of substitute 

goods or declare avoidance of the Contract of Sale only in accordance with the legal 

provisions. 

(2) To the extent any costs associated with performing remedies are increased by the fact 

that the buyer has removed the goods to a place not stated in the Order Confirmation 

or, in the absence of such an indication, to a place other than the buyer’s place of 

business, these costs will be borne by the buyer.  

(3) If we deliver non-conforming goods or goods with a defect in title or breach any 

other obligation resulting from the Contract of Sale or the business relationship 

with the buyer, the buyer is entitled to demand damages only in accordance with 

the following provisions and any recourse to concurrent bases of claim (in par-

ticular of a non-contractual nature) is excluded: 

a. We are not liable for the conduct of our suppliers or subcontractors. Nei-

ther are we liable for damages to which the buyer has contributed. 

b. The buyer has to prove that either our directors or employees or other 

members of staff have deliberately or negligently breached contractual 

obligations owed to the buyer. 

c. In case of liability, the amount of damages for late delivery is limited to 

0,5 per cent for each full week of delay, up to a maximum of 5 per cent of 

the net purchase price of the goods delivered late or not at all, and in 

case of remedies because of delivery of non-conforming goods and/or 

goods with a defect in title and in case of all other breaches of obligations 

is limited to the net purchase price of the goods affected. 

d. Irrespective of § 12 sec. 3 c., we are not liable for loss of profit, damages 

for interruption of production and loss of usage. 

e. The aforesaid limitations in § 12 sec. 3 do not apply  

i. to injury of life, body or health, 

ii. if we have acted maliciously, grossly negligent or intentionally, 

iii. if we are liable according to mandatory product liability laws, and 

iv. to liabilities which may not be excluded or limited according to 

the applicable laws. 

(4) Apart from the aforesaid, the statutory provisions apply.  
 

§ 13 Right to use Software; Rights in documents etc. 

(1) In case the goods include software, with the delivery of the goods the buyer is hereby 

granted a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to use the software, but strictly and only 

in connection with the goods purchased under this Contract of Sale. With the exception 

of the right to make one backup copy, the buyer is not entitled to copy the software.  

(2) We retain all intellectual property rights to all documents, pictures, drawings etc. (col-

lectively “Documents”) which we have created and/or provided in connection with the 

performance of our obligations under the Contract of Sale. Such Documents shall be-

long exclusively to us.  

 

§ 14 Other Provisions 

(1) Title of the goods that have been delivered remains with us until all of our claims against 

the buyer have been settled. The buyer is obliged to take all measures necessary for 

the protection of our property and ensure that our title is not prejudiced. If this is nec-

essary for a valid reservation of our title, the buyer in particular undertakes to arrange 

for any necessary entry in the public registers in the country of location of the goods at 

its own expense. 

(2) Vis-à-vis the buyer, the buyer is obliged to dispose of the packaging at his own costs. 

(3) We are not obliged to perform any obligations not stated in the written Order Confirma-

tion or in these International Terms and Conditions of Sale. 

(4) There are no side agreements to the Contract of Sale.  

(5) Any amendments to a concluded Contract of Sale require our written confirmation, duly 

approved by signature.  

(6) The buyer is not entitled to assign his rights and obligations against us to a third party. 
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(7) The place of performance for delivery is governed in § 5 sec. 2, the place of perfor-

mance for the payment in § 8 sec.1. For all remaining obligations and irrespective of 

the agreement of a differing Incoterms®-clause, the place of performance is agreed to 

be 33415 Verl/Germany, including for a replacement delivery, for the rectification of 

non-conformities and for the restitution of the contractual obligations in case of avoid-

ance of the Contract. 

(8) All communications, declarations, notices etc. (hereinafter collectively “Notices”) are to 

be drawn up exclusively in German or English. Notices by means of fax or email fulfil 

the requirement of being in writing. A signature is not required, unless these Interna-

tional Terms and Conditions of Sale explicitly require a signature.  

 

§ 15 Agreement on jurisdiction and arbitration  

(1) If the buyer’s place of business is located within the European Economic Area and/or 

within Switzerland, for all contractual and extra-contractual disputes, including disputes 

under insolvency law, arising out of or in connection with the Contract of Sale and/or 

these International Terms and Conditions of Sale, including its validity, invalidity, viola-

tion or cancellation as well as other disputes arising out of the business relationship 

between the buyer and us, the state court which has jurisdiction for 33415 Verl/Ger-

many shall have exclusive jurisdiction. Instead of bringing an action before the state 

court which has jurisdiction for 33415 Verl/Germany, we are also entitled to bring an 

action before the state court of the buyer’s place of business. 

(2) If the buyer’s place of business is located outside of both the European Economic Area 

and Switzerland, all contractual and extra-contractual disputes, including disputes un-

der insolvency law, arising out of or in connection with the Contract of Sale and/or these 

International Terms and Conditions of Sale, including its validity, invalidity, violation or 

cancellation as well as other disputes arising out of the business relationship between 

the buyer and us shall be finally settled in accordance with the Swiss Rules of Interna-

tional Arbitration of the Swiss Chambers’ Arbitration Institution in force on the date on 

which the Notice of Arbitration is submitted in accordance with these Rules. The place 

of the arbitration shall be Zurich/Switzerland, the language used in the arbitral proceed-

ings shall be English. 

 

§ 16 Severability 

If provisions of these International Terms and Conditions of Sale should be or become 

partly or wholly ineffective, the remaining provisions will continue to apply. We and the 

buyer are bound to replace the ineffective provision with a legally valid provision as close 

as possible to the commercial meaning and purpose of the ineffective provision. 

 

 

 


